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Azonius Firewalker

Azonia Firewalker is an NPC controlled by GM who appears in New Dusk Conclave. This NPC can be found
here Charaa's Characters

Azonia Firewalker

Species & Gender male Osmani Drop Bear [[species:anthro
Organization: New Dusk Conclave
Occupation: NDC Department Of Communications

Rank: Head of Department of Communications

Character Description

He had a shaggy brown long length hair covering his head, which was kept in a bind from his former
warrior roots. His eyes were blue colored, and he had a scar across his left eye. His ears, while they were
round, were more like those of a bear's ears, and it had fur covering them. He had brown coloring to his
skin due to his Bear origins but his belly was beige, He usually wears a suit while in the office custom
made to fit his 6 foot 3 body with lots of muscle. he also had a tooth necklace for good luck.
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Personality

Azonius tends to be well-mannered, sweet-natured, easygoing bear anthro. He uses “Mr.” or “Mrs.” when
speaking to people and generally likes to help people out. Despite his niceness, he can have short
moments of being aggressively straightforward when angry. Basically don’t attack his home, and things
will be peaceful. Azonius regrets his violent past, so he tries to be an easy going guy, and he thought
working in a department like this, will help him a lot. He cares deeply for those teenagers and kids,
especially toddlers.

History & Relationships

Connections

Relationship wise, his family are dead, some were used as drop bears, and others died of illness. but he
has adopted some people, such as

Arye Firewalker
Kali Firewalker

Items

Salvage

SDI Water Filter Device (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 71-74, IC: 5311-14191-137)
Chrome Egg (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 86-19, IC: 1691-3705-95)
Amplifier, 5000 Watts RMS omniphonic “beamed” sound
Potted Cactus, frozen
Tactical vehicle with scanning equipment on the top

History

Azonius was a cloned descendant of a species of the brown bear of unknown origins. His species were
genetically changed Great Osmani Drop Bear, whose white fur was made brown instead of white for
added camouflage in night raids. There were some in his ‘family’ that still retained the white fur, and all
were used to fight others, using their predator instincts to kill the enemies.

Azonius had some successes in battle, he was fierce and savage in his attacks, but his master wanted
him better, smarter, so they began uplifting him, and a few other Drop bears that they chose. Thanks to
Jack Pine and his family, causing a distraction, Azonius used his new status and helped his family to
escape. and after some time that it had taken them to get over their savage natures, they found
themselves in the New Dusk Conclave and found work. Azonius got a job with the NDC Department Of
Communications where he used his intellect and his newfound speaking ability to rise in ranks until he
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became the Head of the department, and thus had a seat at the council.

He served his station well and gained friends, it had helped that a member of the royal Pine family was a
being whose origins were similar, an animal that had been uplifted.

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Charaa on 2020/05/19 19:46.

Art created using Artbreeder

Charaa’s Will

Character Data
Character Name Azonius Firewalker
Character Owner Charaa
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Current Location Sirris VI
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